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CHAPTER I

IITROBUCTIGZ

In May, only one' month "before his forty-second birth
day, Dante Gabriel Rossetti published his first., volume of 
original verse,1 and immediately there arose a number of 
critics eager to comment upon.the hooka As prolific, and 
sometimes penetrating, as these critics undoubtedly were, 
there seems to be some disagreement today as to what sort 
of crit ical reception they actually gave Rossetti * s work.

A number of biographies of Rossetti's life have been 
written, and most of them contain some reference to the 
critical reception given Poems«. On only two points, however, 
are the biographers in complete agreement. They all report 
that Robert Buchanan wrote an article purporting to analyze 
the volume of poetry for the Contemporary Review of October, 
1871. '' This article .is- uniformly described. as being exceed
ingly hostile. The biographers also agree that there was a

I Poems by D. G. Rossetti (London,, 1870)
pRobert Buchanan, nThe Fleshly School of Poetry," 

Contemporary Review, XVIII (October, 1871), 334-350. This 
article was originally published under the pseudonym of 
Thomas Maitland, but Buchanan later acknowledged authorship. For purposes of brevity it will be referred to hereinafter 
as the Buchanan article. ■



large amount of very favorable material written about; Pgems°
The primary disagreement among biographers seems to be 

on the question of just how much of the criticism was favorable 
In examining the accounts of the biographers, one finds that, 
in essence, there are three reports from which to choose, al
though- the difference between the first two is very slights 
The first report is that presented by the majority of the 
biographers, who declare that the criticism, with the exception 
of the Buchanan article, was completely favorable,

Joseph Knight, one of Rossetti’s earliest biographers, 
notes the absence of critical hostility by calling attention 
to Rossetti’s state of mind at the timei He notes, MThe 
period which immediately followed the appearance of the first 
volumej' and its general acceptance by the critical organs 
and by the public was../the happiest of Rossetti® s life«,M^
This happy period ended with the Buchanan article, which
Knight calls **an attack before which the enchanted fabric of

' : ' 4complacency fell to the ground." - .
Another biographer, Arthur Benson, notes that Kthe -

grbook was received with a chorus of approval.‘6 This chorus 
he declares to be *uniformly respectful and even enthusiastici" 
This idyllic situation was ended by Buchanan, says Benson,

% '
^Joseph Knight, life of Bante Gabriel Rossetti (London, 138b), p. 138.
4Xbld., p. 140. ' :

 ̂ ^Arthur Benson,- Rossetti .(Hew York, 190:4), p. 66.
6Xhid. „ p. 56;> -



and lie refers to the offending article as "an incident of 
the year..1871 'which was fruitful in disaster for 'Rossetti« ■ ■
': ■ Frances Winwar ’ s report d.iff er:s scarcely: at- all f rom, the:- ■
others^ . She states' that “within. a few months of the hook - 8.' .
' puhlioation, hot .only his friends, hut all 'England acclaimed 

p.oet»g8 ■ anda further; . she. .motes that. "8,11 the .literary: :
magaz imes rang with his praises.o M ■ She. . then, notes .. the, advent 
lof Bmchamam^ s, art iele.: , - ;" The.;.old; year,.passeds :fhe • hew ■ was'',.' :: 
half overj,: With Gabriel enjoying at, Kelmscdtt such content" .
: Jnent ds he had never .khoWh;" and still mo: - drop of. venom 'to ’’.:: ■
embitter . his cup?. He , was setfling: down, to the..'full enjoyment

. ■ ■ : ' : ■■ : ■ ■ .1: ■ ■ : :: . : - . :■ . . : '.-id 'Of his oelebrltyi when an ominous rumor rumbl@d: overhead?® "
: Evelym'.Waugh, Who has .gone into' the subject a little,

.more -thoroughly than most of; the o'ther ,e:iit icsj , suhstant iates• y
the maj or ify: view; when: he. 'reports,:" The. volume appeared on
April 25 j, 1870 s and was greeted on all sides. With a paean of
.unanimous and unqual if 1 ed.1 praise. oEvefywhere,:: there: :app eared. :
a host of reviewers eager to add their sonorous, and .no.doubt
.sincere.', . iribut evf o' the 'hew'’ mastbfi'11.. • Having thus made his 4
point;,; Waugh: proceeds to hote the,.one . exception: "There :. -

-Ibid?, 'P.: 61 . ...' 4.';i . -4, ,
: :: EraBce&iWiOTarg Poor gplendid:Wings - {Boston,. 1933) 3 p4 334
.. ■: -Ibid., P»' 336. ■■■■ - ■ 4 : 4', : ■ : 4' .'44 ■:::4: ■:■■4';', j

- w  4 ■ ; - ■ - - ■ '
x‘ Evelyn Waugh, Rossetti: His Life and Work (London, 1928)'

p.: ■ 15.3 ?•■ . , ,    -p;;..:.. . ::: .'" ; ,• :: - - •. .



was* however, one had fairy at the christening, and his 
little drop of gall in the ocean of earn suoree was-fraught.

■1 2 ' ■ r :'with calamitous consequences
Elizabeth Cary confirms the reports of the other -

• biographers by stating that 11 the poems were received on
the very threshold of their publicity [sicj with a fine

13' -burst of applause*86 . and she adds, ”With this result he 
[Bos set til was naturally elate [pic3 but his first melancholy 
collision with the inimical critics he had dreaded followed 
hard upon. In October* 1871, am article appeared in the 
Contemporary Review signed Thomas Maitland®11̂

There is, however* another group of biographers whose 
work may be called the second report, even though this 
report differs only slightly from the first. If anything* 
the difference is only a matter of a slightly more cautious 
approach.on the part of the second group. These biographers 
report that the criticism was almost completely favorable■. 
They hint at some indefinite amount of censure, but they 
fail to note any specific examples of unfavorable criticism. 
Two'of these biographers may almost be said to avoid the 
issue by resorting to vague phraseology;and what at first 
glance appears to .border on the contradictory.

•̂ Xbid. ■ ':
13Elizabeth Luther Cary, The Rossettis* Pante Gabriel 

and Christina (Hew York* 190077 p. 137.
14Ibid. - :



A aieoe -of Rossettis writing long after .Rossetti’s 
death, -says of the publication of the poetry, "It met 
with a wide and very enthusiastic reception; five editions 
were issued in as many months .The reviews were, for the
most pari., extremely laudatory .and his fame as an English

- . 15 -poet was established»”
• Having.: thus drawn attention to the idea that the 

critics were laudatory only '"for the most part.,19 she then 
proceeds to what is possibly a contradiction by implying 
that the Buchanan article was. an isolated .instance of ■ .
critical hostility^ In rather tortuous fashion she notes, 
"Then in October, 1871, came the turn of his enemies, 
represented by one envious detractor self-acknowledged in 
the sequel as■ such®1 9 ' And later she adds, "But the dis
paragement of Rossetti®»»Biay be divided into three distinct
phases, the first of-which, and in a single notable instance,

3 7occurred in his lifetime.®99 Perhaps this-writer means to 
imply that the favorable articles contained some mildly - 
unflattering comments, -and if so, there is no. necessary con
tradiction here® But since such information is withheld,, 
the possibility of a contradiction exists® Any supposition 
to the contrary would be merely speculation®

Helen Rossetti Angel1, Pante Qabriel Rossetti: His
Erlends and Enemies (Rondon, Hamish, Hamilton,.1949), p® xvii®

16Ibid® .



. Another ’biographer who is even more enigmatic than 
Angel 1 is Marillier* He reports: "Amongst -the few. hostile 
notices, of Rossetti’s new volumes if not the only one, was 
a magazine article by Mr, Robert B u c h a n a n , H e  seems to 
be trying to convey two ideas at once= Was Rossetti’s 
censure by Buchanan the only example of hostility dr was. 
it one of several? Logically.s Zarillier seems to be saying 
that- it was one of.-a- few—-but# only., if it was not the 
only one. In any event, vague and contradictory or not,. 
both;Angeli and Marillier do offer the suggestion, at least, 
that perhaps not all.of the.criticism is favorable.

The third biographer in this group, William Rossetti, 
the brother of the poet, is a trifle more definite than 
the other two. He notes:. "Bor some considerable, while it 
was hailed with general and lofty praise, checkered by only 
moderate-'stricture or demur; but late in 1871 Hr, Robert 
Buchanan published under a pseudonym, in the Contemporary 
Review, a very hostile article named The Fleshly School of
Poetry, attacking the poems on literary and more especially

' 19 ■on moral grounds,” .Again it is; not certain whether he
■means -that there was a small amount of unfavorable notice
in the articles praising Rossetti, or whether there existed

18 ■H, C,. Harillier., Dante. Gabriel Rossetti (Eondon, 1904),p o 10 8 o
19" - 'William The 0omplete Poetical Works

of Dante Gabriel Rossetti (Boston, 1929), pp, x»xi.



. ■ 7
some articles devoted primarily to “Moderate.stricture or 
demure " In aay .ease® he does state flatly: that some unflat = 
tering criticism was published prior to Buchanan6s article, and 
he says nothing that can he even remotely construed as a con
tradiction of this statement®

The third report is the work- of two men, Oswald Doughty 
and S» He Ghose®^ Both of these writers offer us a clear 
and documented report of criticism unflattering to Rossetti 
over and above the Buchanan article®

In regard to the critical articles which appeared mostly 
in the months immediately following publication of Boems, 
Doughty agrees in the main with all the other biographers®.
He reports that the articles were, in general, quite favorable® 
However, Doughty has been painstaking enough in his research 
to uncover what has only been hinted at by other biographers® 
Referring to the critical articles which began to appear as 
the first spate of favorable .criticism was drawing to a close. 
Doughty notes! - 85As the weeks passed, new reviewers appeared, 
net all appreciated by Rossetti®- The back of the binding of 
the first copies of Poems issued, had,:to Gabriel6s extreme 
annoyance, been- cut too wide, and blank sheets had been in
serted at the end of the book to fill it out.® When towards

20 \' Oswald Doughty, Dante Gabriel Rossetti:- A yictorlan
Romantic (Hew"Haven, Yale University Press, 1949") ; 8® E.
-Ghose, Dante Gabriel Rossetti & Contemporary Criticism .
(Dijon, France, 1929)®



the, end of May . tlie Bail.T Hews waxed iroaicai over these 
"blank pagess Gabriel merely told Ellis: 8The blank leaf

pibusiness is a- lark.** Another significant, coimaent by 
Domghty is that “a few days later the Spectator reviewed 
him8 aa.ds as he had feared/ without enthus iâ sm»**

Doughty also, notes the reviews in Blackwood8 s MagazIne 
and ..the -Hatioa* Regarding this criticism he says, ^Gabriel8s
comments upon it were characteristico. <■8Blackwood8 s and

23the Mat ion have come too late to smash me.888 And of an 
anonymous article in the Saturday Review, Doughty quotes 
Gabriel as calling'it ”& bestial pne^-almost confessedly 
incompetentj, but not hurtful«.68 Of course# the chief 
weakness of Doughty’s presentation is that he makes his 
report on the criticism in terms of Rossetti’s reaction to 
ito Probably this is due to Doughty8s desire to show certain 
influences at work upon Rossetti® Whatever the reason# and 
■ however serious the shortcomings# this report is still

21Doughty, p». 447 o . The comments on the blank pages might 
be said to be a criticism:of the publisher rather'than of 
the poet, but it is difficult to imagine a more cutting in
sult to an - author 'than that of ignoring his printed pages . 
to praise the blank en.ee> The implication# one might suppose# 
is that ' Rossetti8s work was .less than nothing*

a8Xbid»n p= 448
23lbid* ' . ■
84Ibidô  Po 447 " ■:



distinctive 'by reasoa of its specific mention of unfavor- 
able criticism.

Of coarse.tke■Buchanan.article dees not escape 
Bought y.* s at tent ions and he writes 3 “For Rossett i» Buchanan$ s 
attack had been particularly ill-timed. The blow struck ' 
him at the height of his career* in the full enjoyment of

ORhis 'success.'* .
Doughty8S"-account of the criticism. is distinctive in 

yet another respect* and that is his mention of the critical 
attitude in the American press« Again he reports in terms 
of Rossetti’s reaction to the criticisms and he quotes 
Rossetti.as saying* ®’You ask me Shout America*9 he wrote \ 
to plilliam Bell} Scott in Octobera 187.1 »■ ’Ey volume was 
printed there at cnce-,. and. X received through the publishers 
many reviews» some ehthuslastie> others sulky or disparag
ing. . All the author9s percentage they'have sent me is a 
beggarly.,twenty pounds* and X don’t believe the thing has 
had a popular success there =9 ®

The report of Ghose is- a study of the criticism of 
,fteth Rossetti’s painting; and his poetry* and the portion

^ X b id.» p. §05■». The quotation marks surrounding the 
word success may possibly refer to the fact that the suc
cess was not a complete one. More probably* they refer to 
the fact that Rossetti’s success was somewhat. tainted by 
charges that he had gone to great lengths to procure, favor-■ 
able reviews for his work. For a full treatment of this 
subject see Waugh* pp. 152-153. "
A  26Xbid.a p. 450. - '



" dealing with the eritioisia; of the'poetry is less a study • :
: ©f the criticism than it ;is :a study of the fore-.es at work 
iwhich- profeeed; the; sritieisffii ,̂ Gh©s©;1! s report eareftilly; ; : ' 
traces the feuds and friendships which motivated the critics 
to comment either f ayorahly or iinfaworahly upon the Poems a 
-In -a series of short accounts he gives a report on the .. . 
general: tehe^ whether favor able or unfavorableof -each of'
: the: "crit ical - art icles.̂  : and' his coverage is fairly obmpl et e; 
-he oites .twenty of the twenty”two articles known to have 
,/been -publisheda his eonelus.i©ns.:are quite similar to those 
--. of' Doughty! - he f eports the icrit iol-Sm _to havet been.perimarily; 
favorable"' with a 'large adml-zture of unfavorable articless

- -Snd he -notes similar qualiti'es..-i»,1ih!e ̂ efib;an--,;crit:lq'isBi*.-...- 
Dhfortunately his report covers such a .span of time .(1849- 
1'88S) that he does ;hof give the period ■ from 1870 to 1874

-'- the 'attehtlOB: itdtoarits& -1 v;' t : //ty;-: /' -i ^ 1 - '
fhus8,;bri'efiy statedj, are three somewhat.. ©onf 1 leting 

reports: bn. the critic Ism. of Rossetti'S first volume® It ..- 
will be the- primary purpose of '"this, paper to - investigate ; 
the erit-ieism - in order to determine which report 8 if any,
: is eorreet® :. ; ' . . - - . '  / t-' -. ' - -i ; d . t..y.

,v Hot bnly are. the reports somewhat in disagreement - 
. "regarding; the nature of the criticism^ but these reports ■
- hiso; fall'far' short; of being, thorotighs 'or.;even adequate8 
studies -of - the ‘criticism®. Except - for 'Waugha Doughty, and ; 
Chose* -Whose weaknesses have .been .pointed euf, the-hlC” .. >



. ' ■ ' • ■ ' ' ■ ■; ' 11 ■ 
graphers cite only a pitifully few articles from which they
may have hr m m  their eonetusidnso Doughty and Ghose stand ..
out among their fellows by reason of their superior diligence,
.despite the fact that they examine no report in great detail,
and only Ghose cites more than a small fraction of the total
number of articles published. ■

For this reason, a second objective falls to the lot
■ .of this paper«> That objective. will be to prepare a more 
complete account of the criticism than has been previously 
offered.o This will: be aoeomplished by. tracing any patterns 
or trends of ■comment in the criticism consistently presented 
by any sizable number of the critics«. In addition, an 
attempt will be made to compare, the critical reception
■ given Rossetti9s work in England with that given in America,

Of the twenty^nine critical articles known- to have 
been publiahed^^ between 1890 and 1874,^ all but three are 
available for this study* Two of the missing articles were 
reprinted in other publications whichs fortunately, are 
available; and the third article was published in France 
and, - thus falls outside the scope of this paper,

^Theodore Go Bhrsam, eti all, Bibliographies of 
Twelve Victorian Authors (Hew York, The H, W» Wilson Company, 1936) p, 242,

OpLThis particular terminal, date was decided upon be
cause of the scarcity of - criticism of RossettiVs work from, this date until the publi eat ion of his next volume of 
'poetry; in 1881e ■ f ■ ' ' ■



CHAPTER II

THE EAVORAHLB REVIEWERS

The reviews which can he said to be favorable to 
Rossetti6 s work and3 in the maina tend to substantiate 
the reports of the majority of the biographers are six- 
teen in iiumber<- The first ten reviews appeared In the 
brief period from the last of April through July of 1870«. 
Then the produetion slowed somewhat^ and favorable reviews 
appeared intermittently from September of 1870 through 
March of 1871« There seem-to be no significant differences 
in the general tone of the articles* All are high in praise

1'- The Athenaeum, X .(April 50a 1870) 9 573-574; William 
Morris» The Academy* I (May X4S 1870}i 199-800; The Saturday Review of Politicsa literature» Science* and Art9 XXIX■ 
% S y  14» 1870651-652; Algernon Charles Swinburne« The 
Fortnightly Review, XIII (May, 1870), 551-579; O* Hake, Hew 
Monthly Magazine, CXLVI ( June, • 1870), 681-700; John Skelton, 
hlttel8s hiving Age, C¥ (June 11, 1870), 686-697, reprinted 
from Fraser8s Magazine, LXXXI (May, 1870}, 609-622; Hew 
Eclectic [Baltimore," MdJ , VII ( July, 1870), 110-117; Old 
and Hew [Boston!, II (July, 1870), 92-94; Westminster Review, 
XXXVIII,_ (July, 1870), 226-227j Horth British Review, M l  
(July, 1870), 598-601; Lippincott8s Monthly Magazine[Phila- 
del phi , VI (September", 1870), 340-342; Broadway, I \
October, 1870), £86-288; Hew Englander and Yale Review [Hew 
Haven) , XXIX (October, 1870)1 7 1 7 lakeside Monthly XOhieago) IV (ifovember, 1870), 320-323; Sidney Jo Colvin,' Westminster 
Review,XXXIX (January, 1871), 55-92, reprinted from Pall Mall 
Gazette, (April 81, 1870), pi 112-132; H, Buxton Forman,
Tinsiey8s Magazine, VIII (March, 1871), 150-160. It has not 
been possible to identify the writers of many of the critical 
articles because of the frequent practice of publishing such 
articles anonymously in the late nineteenth century*



r of; BosseSti;9 s w©rk» aadv w:itli;:miboe. "distibo11 ons ».:■ all'.prais© 
him for what are- substantially the same qualities^- : '

; .  ̂T m tmBTic G m i # i thought aed ieelimg - -t , ;

' \ :iE#o.,qaalIties of BossettVs poetic geaius much admired, 
by. the critics are ‘ thought: and-- feel lag. ; According' to. these . 
critics^''the pqetry: abouiads wlthf evidencestof both: original» 
earnest9 and penetrating thought and the most fervent and 
sincere of poetic feelings. At times the critics treat of 
thought and feeling separately. . Af other times they write 
oflfhoughtvand^-feeiihg:: in such: an- intertwined fashion: that - 
if is impossible to separate the two: .concepts;. .Where' ft is : 
possible, to . deal with thought:- and - .f eeling as; s eparat e; ideas 
this study will do so; where the two ideas are merged by . 
the critIcs, no attempt ..■will be made to isolate them.
: : Although there seem to be s orne siight. variations in
diction,' it is apparent :that.:the. ,criticS mean essentially \ 
the., same thing by; thought, .even.-though they may.refer to - 
this, quality as .imagimat long.' reflection^ idea,, insight 8; or 
some other synomym.' : They agree that there are no instances 
.of either great thoughts poorly,expressed' or petty thoughts 
hidden under the ornamentat ion, of a too fluent pen. : .

Of this power of; thought. in the poetry, William. Eorrls 
wfitess 1: think these lyricsa with all their other merits„
• the most complete of their time; no difficulty, istavoided 
in them-“no. subject■ .is treated vaguely8 languidly, or . .



: ' ' ’-vv- : :;:v
heartlessly; ag there is no eomTnonplaee or seeond-hand, V : v ; •
. thought. 1 eft. In tlx era to be, atoned . for by beauty o f_:e.xeeut ion s , 
.•so •no; thought is allowed. td overshadow that beauty of art ." ' ■ " 

:' John Skelton adds what he considers further evidence ", ';
: of the wrkings of a gr^ mind:: '■ " I think - that Eh .> Eos se11 i ;.
:: has proTed' tiraf he possesses the supreme faculty of, the poet--
imaginative vision,, Hence his -Goherenee, directness^ sirnpli™

;,, ■■ . . „ ; . , • : ; ' - citys concentrations' and insight ; . . ; v : -
ColYin: notes this, quality of ■the profound poetic mind ’

 ̂as a portrayal, of "the-.innermost cravings and sat isfaetion's V
of the individual sense and spirits indiyidual tendern.esS, ;
frustration3 agony, .rapture, outpouring. despondency, the
jbys and sorrows of" loye> ««.these0 and many experiences, ;
excitements, and sympathies of the mind in love with .love- .
liness and awake, to all rare influences’1 of. the world and .
.Intense manifestations ..of, the,heart gb-these are what ■•&$, ; y ,
i sings."- • i" " : y.:.. ’ .y: :/-. " ' ' i’.:,. f-
• ,‘luxton Forman says, "From; ti11 e.-page to end no " : .
..■triyial" thing- ris to 'be found» ' •hnd. he draws att.ention to.
"the-■poet is. greats .p real ihlng mental phenomeha, .' and

; 1 Academy? 1 f m y  .14, 187.0) 2001® . h y y V 5 'l i
' - . •'5hitfel rsyhlylBg A g e !- ^  luhe:'ill 1870K. 6 9 6 . i ;;/• y-

’ - ■ -̂ Westminster Review, 1JX1X ( januaryg lS?!) , 92- .'y, ■
: ' ' ̂ Tinsley8 s ■Magazime* - Ylli ^Eareh,:-7 IBhl) 1 1 1 0 0..v ' y. - ,.



■ ■- : ■ 15 ■
throwing them into finished f igure.”pieees!, wherein- thought

6 • takes ' substance»18 Another critic adds that the poetry
. 7 -a-hoimds in ^robust thought  ̂ ..

But Rossetti’s mental powers are probably best summed 
up by Jmkpsm 3fho writes that the poems "may „ therefore s fairly 
claiHioocto be the exponents of a wisdom filtered through all 
the struggles of M s  intellect and the vicissitudes of. his 
soul«e,0»fhese poems are rahued with a.philosophy of no such 
narrow, scope as immortalizes vistas and hollowss but with . 
one which,, serious and far»reachinga engenders s if the 
phrase be not inappropriate, a wide mental perspective with
in its moral horizon,»«00The poetry is never trifling.«.but

8is ever earnest." .
The other quality of the poetic mind much admired by 

the critics is the ability to. use the language to- express a 
deep emotion or feeling. The critics alternately use such 
terms as passion» fire, pathos, emotion, or feeling. Despite 
the variations in diction, it is obvious that they are writing 
about the same quality*/ This quality, they submit, is omni
present in Rossetti’s verses

This element of poetic expression is described by Sidney 
Colvin thus: “First-hand emotion#.and a flaming personal
: 6 ' ' ' " ' ' : ' ' ' ' " ' 'Ibid.„ p. 154. -

ŜTew Eclectic, VII (July, 1870), 114= '
Hew Monthly Magazine. GJLY1 (June,1870). 884 =



:siiiceritys are perhaps the thlngs most obvious of' all .la; ::: 
the: ho ok* ’* and :iSEossettis in his own generation^ is the ; 
poet of personal passion.” -̂® . • '
. - In" the Academy „. Will lam M'orris-. motes the idea of ; ’
: imtehse feeling as ""both great in degree and: passionate / ^
in kind"; . and he notes that the poetry deals with "all real 
things that earn have poetic life given them hy passion.

SwiBhurne ndtes this quality of the poetry only in 
eo nhe c t ioh w i t h c er t a in' poems:«; ' ̂ !he *! hou se of Life,tt he 1; :
says,•contains "JAX passion and.regret and strenuous hope ' 
and: fiery:contemplatio#';. and he adds, '̂ In ;the sonnet;. -:.: ,  
/called' 5Leve~Sweetnessi there is the- very honey of pure 
PFBBlon.-^ '/ 1

Among fhe.many critics who >write of thought and feeling 
as - cl os elyv: c bmh ined ■ elements is Sidney Colvin, who notesi:/ .■ 
"Of the songs we: can simply say that, except in Shakespeare 
andr Cdethe s we imow: of none; w and' pathos ■ are . -
:linked together in such melodyon Another critic contends
i.that lhe:;-shhject mstter-lof: the ..poetry :is "always redeemed - 
from .staleness or stiffness hy the subtle intensity of the

; : 1QrDido„ P« : eo ::; i ; 7 ■ ;  i'l' '
; ' : ■ .'.t-Page 1 9 9 ■ '  ';:y :y :: V/ .11'- '-v ; V ':'1-

y; .18foftnlghtlV:Review, Xlli: (lay, 1870), 555.
• x Page 227. .



. thought and feelings - portrayed = vs'1''~ The Forth British 
- Re'flQW says that Rossetti’s poems eeunite the fervour of :
the universal passion with ref indent and reflect 
And the Athenaeum' notes i mHis book evinces - imaginat i o n s • 
passions vivid reality of picture^ and, as may he inferred
from what we have saidj, special subtlety in seizing the

' - A,:; , : . ■  V A' ;A.' A t :.-. 'ig t. half ̂elusive . suggest ions: of ■ thought and feel ing« ” . . f.
■ : ; - A ■■: : AV-:--.;, ^  V

t The Mew Boleetie ̂ says that- the. poetry "is ohviously ...
th#: oreatidn of real "and vivid iiatits of thought ; it is :: t .
kindled with the. colours of. an ardent pictorial imagina~
tiohs. and.:the: sonnets and songs; thus conceived march or. A
rush with" the heat of an authentic and oontagious emot ion;
i.t- is a pOetry "aflame- with.feelimg and aglow with heautyi6i '
The Saturday Review says of ."Sister Helen" that, "ff unites :

" in a very 'hoble1:manner' the two .great qualities of the. higher
• . : ' ' : ■ . ■ r ' ; ' : ■ lg ' - ; • ;■ po etry» -pas si on: ,and . imag ina t i on» The critic for hlppln- 

cgftis■ Magazine states: fThe poet enwesyes with M s  most - 
pass iona.t e. utt erance@, ■imagery' and gl impses of; vis idle nature ■ 
marked .hy: exquisite powers: of perception; and •these qualities

■ '^^Wrman»'"p»;IBB-i. ' : , . . .■ - A ' -
. : :A:15H I  (July, 1870), 599* ■ A ”'A . A : : : '
■ ; 161 1 April hO, 1870)» h73. V: .■ ■; \ ' "A :\AA:' /y
■ :(Julyi) 1870)a ll§« ’ ;; ; -.‘ a ^ A A
: A 18XX1X (May 14,1870), 652. ;.A: t:-; A'̂ -t A ’



IS. :
are united into .a Mi^onietts:Trho3.e; his superior intellect'
: which is: the mark: ef the. true; poet 6/̂19 . .

i ■ = :.;vMQRihl!FY ' ' ̂V;'- ■■■

'Anothervtrait ̂ 1b . Rossetti6 s peetry which is; noted ;i t;; : : 
freQuehtlythy. the' .critics - is. that of morality . . "That this ,
; is SO;'should "not. he at all surprising;,, , f or .Rohs^ttitsage ■ ,1 
was dhefln which more,!ity was of prime importance. In ; 
additiona the hulk of Rossetti *s poetry shows an almost; . .
unceasing concern with love; there is a great quantity of 
sensueus imagery; and Rossetti haa/a tendency' to allow. ;' • '
• - earthly.and spiritual love to overlap» Thus theicritlesV . 
were almost f orced th: make .some comment oh the morality of 
the work. •

/The.critics, adopting a surprisingly liberal attitude, • • 
find ho thing immoral in the;poet ry*- - ■ By en Ro s s e ft 19 a ■ van “ / r ' 
/turing: to .Yiolate previously inviolable 0amo.na.a of good .- 
tasfeyhs 'praised ..as-a - widehiaag of 'the'scope. of ‘poetry.
Sar from merely finding' nothing objectionable in the book, 
the critic a/praise df for vlta high moral tone. /

The Westminster Review, states: '■ "hr. Rossetti hass'yin '
: factwidened tho limits of poetry; He has. also dared .to/ 
treat subjects: which no other moderh poet has dared. And

19VI (September, 1870), 341. . ■ ' . ••



-his success is: his best ju.stification»,6 H#;. Buxton Borman -
notes"The loTe-sonnets have;a burning reality hardly, ever -

: :: v : 'h_ ':-/v- ■. - ■. .... t / ' . '= ■ h ui ' . ̂attained, an here,; without any shade of lieeiitiousness«51
% Speaking of "Jenny/" a. poem- which contains- more than / ;

:a'.-passihg; reference to- a young prostitute ,, the Athenaeum t.-; - 
. says that the verses ■ "will doubtless he excepted to in some . 
ouarters.iw . But the article defends Rossetti’s "work by 
'noting:' "It is; obvious that Mr., Rossetti holds; the lawful:. .- 
province of Art to be almost unlimited, and believes that- 
everything comes fairly 'within it that, has a real and natural 
.existence, provided it be susceptible of beauty in treat- 
/men11. we.may:■ remark; fhat; -;in some of the. Bonnets this view •'
Is: earried' out;;with such :unflinching boldness, that even . 
readers who assenf to the principle may feel startled at : / 
the . iliustrat ions^ : Iheh retu to " Jenny,18 the article
concludes .that even though some.may ;object to the subject „' / :. 
they will; not be able to deny that 61 it has been treated ; 
with O0nsum.ate power and in- a. spirit essentially moral „"^

' Again referring to Jenny,M William Morris says, “The' ■/ 
subj ect is difficult for a modern poet to deal with, but 
necessary for a man to think- of; it is thought of here v
with the utmost.;depths ;bf. feeling, pity, ; and; ihaight, . with / \ 
no mawkishness oh; the: one hand, no coarseness- oh the other«11



v v_jv ■ y ; ^ ^ ' > : ^  - v^:^'-x2Q ' -v W
;;;■.:: Hake.:also netes -the probability of an unfavorable : . y.
y : reBGt;icm to 61Jenny868 :,edisgy jilt yis less a delineation of ;;;:1 y;

T:ice itself than of wlrt#e laid waste, of beauty in an ; ■
. atmo'sghere ofybiight o : The ipufport of the poem is plainly :

■■ i. :j\ : to sieve tMe heartytolpityi’1 ; • ■ , if /v"  ̂ 1, -
j . Broadway notes the curious juxtaposition of spiritual 

• - - and carnal love in a oomgarison of ’’The Blessed Hamozel8- ■: ■'v 1
. : ; - with 9Menn,yei and: ”A’Sagtf €onfesalon»;6i: The. article saysr';:y ■ ': y ■.
' ■ .,t " '; ;MAnd; singled w i t h ; h m a n t : l © y e . i ;  which is yet:- ' yi -■ y ;;y
: I . y ;spiritualized ,hy the purity of its aim,, and: the constancy : :  ■

- of its. devotion for union in the heavenly and immortal. yy .
sphere„ the one to the one, there are realistic: touches of. 
the most iearthly nbrty. as in 9 Jennys^ and.. 5A Last Confession, 9 
which shows us that ?to the pure all things are’ pure, tl!y ''y - _ ■ "

' ’. fy . The Lakeside: Monthly adds' what is perhaps ; the highesf- . -yyh
:’y : praise to the purity of Rossetti’s : intent« This article 'p. ■ '
y: :■1 i;:: states^ :'to:©f'/Bossett 1* ythen ,y: all. of it ics;:mst agreefo say / - •- 
ŷy: ’ V:y. that...hls;:verse.s. are'hniiiiantiy^eolored, ■ohjeetive-,y,andy . . ;
. . sensuous, and that they are chaste as virginity it self-= . ■;

more .chaste than, that, as- virtue is purer than innocence» - ' • .
sAndy.thls:: last eone'ession, it should he needless to ::

. . : ‘ explain, is the highest possible:, praise» ., .And there are, : ': 'y. --

yi' : T:-y i'- 25I (October, 1870) g. 287» . A  t y i r ' f r A  ' v'' " , ' :



it may be; stateds no finer spectacles, none more, assuring 
to the noblest hopes of the racei than the complete victories 
of. sensuous natures‘immersed in; sensuous studies, jet daily 
rising by sure and surer.; steps- away, from the sensual toward - 
tbe- spiritual ̂-:. The enthusiasm with which we applaud a;'sue■=• ' 
•dess .of. this • character may safely be generous.'9 f

■•'.'f ;. ■ t t‘ G m m a m E S H i P :' ' : v- • . t-'V '-vth

’ ;.' Having thus' examined the trait s, considered mo St worthy 
Of :e6imtient by the critics.,, fit is necessary at this time to 
turn‘ to some,minor cimracteristics of the poetry9 which) / • ■ 
■for want ' of a better and sore, inclusive term'will be 1 . :
^designated, craftsmanship« These raits include such . f, 
dUal it ies as met er,' rhyme»;;;imagehys,; ■ clarity» Spontaneity s- ; ' 
'and naturalness:Eo;.one;of these traits,, by itself, is 
•given, a great deal: cf cr it icai at tent ion r but, taken .: • • y. ."
collectively, .these, ■traits.;' have drawn -forth a, cdnslderabl e , ; 
amount of praise« f . ' f'f .. : ..v '

The ■ Westminsf er Review,. In passing,. notes that ^nearly
every metre may be found in the compass of this small volume,
V • : y , i. ■, ' •- -. y.' ̂ - • y ; :■. /gy. '-• ':y :: -'"•' '•.. ‘'....' - : ' " :■ 1

and; eaeh- has - yielded new music Forman also comments: " •
"We refer to a certain crisp.ness of oadetice, which, is. ' y y’
mas.culine without being, in the .least degree" harsh;- and which,

; y.-^ - S21-1 y .y:;.y:y ; -y : " y: ' :"vy;:y ;:y ;■; :y.
. (dulyr: 18761iBSd»V':y ;y . ' -j;'



. ; .v. ::v. ' \: /' , m
as:' far as we ea,n understand it, is got toy so placing eaeh - - 
: word tkat ;it is impossitole to ignore full" welglit and i
value,■"not; only of small and modest words, tout ..also of : - :
every syllatol.e."_ The Athenaeum disparages Rossetti’s blank
vefse 'toeoausa ’of. Ms.. tendeney: to end sentenees too often .with 
Bionosyllatoies but praises “the variety" and opulence of rhythm 
Whieh we - find" in his rhymed lyrics.1 6 ‘

;  ̂In •addition to the excellence of fhe meter in" the -. 
poatry> - the Hew Eclectic notes ;81 the mastery. with which. its • •
.involved and 'reourring . system, of: rhyme is,, managed 8 the . :. ::
immens e.". prof ic.iency:::shown: toy. thisawrlt er always'«"«. in the 
.teohtiical art of' poetry; his unsurpassed command' of lyrical ; 
met re, melody," and 'diet ion »:*■ - Another., or itic not es the . ;•
$1rhythmic flow, thlto•modulated music of expression, this
perfect 'obedience ofwords to the marshalling tuhe that 
the soul .plays.■ . hlppinc-ott ts- , adds . that -his ; poems are - 
“characterized -•toy a delieat:e ,shil 1 ̂ whieh-' belongs only to- 
those iwho:hay@;won their way to the inner secrets of language
and of ■.rhytha6“ .' r v " -..I - , ' ■ ''. - :• t y •'; .

: On the: sutojeot -of imageryg the Hew Eclectic comments ,

';:S8Pase: 155n
- PQ " ' - ': I ( April 303 1870), :,.5?5i..
30T O  (July 3- 1870} 3 1 1 2 1 ::
.Old and Hew; II (July, 1870), 9.8<

58fi-, (September, 1870) , :341r-\



.-tiaai the'WOTk is. towri'tteB with all the dramat ic . su'Dtlety 
that we have been accustomed to associate with the; work of .. . 
'Mr 6. Browriingi,; as. well . as with, a, special. richness and fluency 
of-poetical im;a.gery«M - Regarding^ clarity3 this same;: >'
.art icle hotes.: :nThe peculfar combination ..of exquisitetiesS - 

. : with pregnancy: which is the note. : of; .Wo Rossetti’s poet leal .. : 
dictions;, ena-bles;him. to put a great deal. Into a small space; 
and. when one of these majestic and. melodious sonnets seems 
obscure s a-s it. will; seem at f irst, the; reader, will almost:. 
always, find *; if he. • per s ever es s ■ that this is: the. obs cur ity ' . 
hot. of. emptiness or confusion, but of closeness and con- .''' '

: : " Y. Y.  ; Y ' l  / f  Y ' ■ ' Y - :  ' ' : V . . '' ■ Y '.: centratiOB.:ir; .; :; :,". : ;. .■ . ; ;.. . y . , ' . y

■; Morris ' takes pains; to. praise - the -ease - with which the . 
techhlque' of- •the artist is blended into the ; art itself» '
He says 8 hih .no poems: is-the.'.spontaneous, - and habitual . ' :
interpenetration of matter, and manner» which is the essence
of -good po©trymore-.;compl-.ete than In. thesdh5̂  : ■- : -

Porman': writes that he -would tend to call Rossetti’s ... ;. 
work; labored, if 'that word had not .been, sc terribly de
graded , -by using it ;to meah: painfully ;cramped and mechanical» - 
;If labored could be said to apply fo “that luminous far- 
reaching soul "inspired /revision/ that': all -the most perfect



. poems - of the present ■ epoch have more or,; less obviously : . v ' y  

tindergones then :he end - to call Rossetti9 s work
labored,« But he addss- "So. far»■ however^ as that . word. 
■Implies 'want: of ease- aadvheality^ or any other crime 
.against the-; comely body; and luGid" spirit of arts' ■ it Is: . -
.next: to imposslble: to :attach; it to more than one - or two ■;
v small "pieee© in the book; and even these would be more :
accurately described as showing a slight.consciousness of-

. , -'-'■ . : "'/l'" ' : \ ''' ' .h  ̂ ' -f:: 1 u u.- 36rhetorio .than- as being really laboured in that sense oM
; ' Lakeside says of '"Jenny"' that" "Its naturalness is

simply ■ start 1 ing” ; and. MThe 9Poems 8 flow fresh and free as, .
mountain Streams®® hndi, -to conclude the subj ect, of
'craftsmanships, Old' and -S’ew says in reference to' the,-
■sonnetSj,. "There Is- a deep, repose- In the atmosphere8 with
; ;ho: straining. for; eff@et.» notwithstanding; that the words .
' are sometimes so load,ed With meaning, that-». at the first
. . : '1 1 ,' ' - " •' h W  V : : •-looks; all their force is not taken in;" ■ : :.-

; In addition to analyzing and praising the poetry as a 
..wholej - the;critics» like other .readers B --have .particular 
favorites among -the/poems - which they praise freely:® : :To::'; .

- summarize the individual poemsmost'admired by the critics 
is a- somewhat.difficulf taskV ;.Ho two -critics have; exactly

®6page:i6i®;;y -';;/d;.u :': : ■ V,:;:-; : .;
- v " ^(HdveBi ber B 181(3) j 321 ;. .. .' '' : ■ : - - -i

(july^: isyof r 93.



B§ ';S
. 'the same list of. favorites« - Some critics have favorite >;■. 
poems oompletely ignored hy the' other critics« Again„ .some 
critipSg in lieu .of direct pra,ise8;' praise certain poems 

■’ indirectly by queting.:them..extensi-r^ly: h' v- . ;r: :■
. '; ’ Despite the variety of individual pr eferencesa ; there %
: ista certain group of poems which the critics, appear to 
regard' as outs-fahding examples of Hossetti''s.. work- Eo 

:/ attempt,;:is 'made -Me.he. to assign any particular rank to these 
- poems"! which include' ̂  Jenny s w 11A Last Confess ion 3 Si "Sister.
• HelensM :MTheBlessed Damozel»n s,lden Bow'er»,l- and various
hsohnets: jnolndihg. sdme\ of' those Srom..the-.HHouse of Life,” - 

: ; 66Jenny8tt . as the comments under MORALITY have witnessed»
is hailed as a triumph of pure mind over indecent matter o'
On;purely 111erary. grohnds,. 'moreover, . it is praised in 
. such, t erms ':as; the f olldwingt 19 Unquest ionahly the ' chief . .
’piece of the h o o k ; Ma prominent composition;S!- • ;
.. : - ..., ' . AT : ^ a - . ■ - . ; y  ' / ro ' . . .. .... .

61 exquisite art;" !iineffa."ble' w o r k m a n s h i p - 16carried out. -h %-'/ ; h;-' ' y  ̂  ̂ . '; ' '/ t'-
with 'perfect' simplio.ity and heauty; “ and 11 singular grace
■and :agilif y6 ̂  - ?h : vr-Jv v ^ > : ,

' hakes ide -Monthlvs IV (Hovemheri l8?Q), 521. :
7 : 4% e w  Monthly Magazine , ' 0%hVI (Juhe„ .18?0 l „, 694> : h ; V

>4^Athenaeinah ■ % f AnrAI 30. 187Ol, - - ] ■ykh : .v ■
' 42 7 -v: .t: .■■7. 7''7 v::'.hi . ; i\ : v 7• - : : - gorman^:-pv. .158« ' J-/ r>-: .1 : •  ̂ . h :

4®MQrrisi :p^7l99t.''.;/::7} / I y , i . v h ;7':7' " ' : 7 ' 7 7
/ 44 ' : h  : 'v'h- : 7 .\: 1  ' .y . . y ' : ,y' ySaturday Review., XXIX (May 148 1870) s 652 =



r:;/ { j' : : : ; /I::, ' 26
- "'The Blessed Damozel»81 in addition to being widely 

quoted, is 'praised in the following terms: "A study re
markable for reality of manners always in keeping with . 
spiritual beauty .'of . ideal51 ".contains many .-exquisite : '' 
lilies;^ ' ^mystical - feeling; ” "modulated music of ex-
.preSsidttl^f8 19perhaps; the most delicate and impressive
/: 'A':. ;;; : Y I, /'" 'piece of. color in.; ifi55. "cannot be too often tread.. .de-
tains the reader. -so.long over its beauties that he has ^
• little- chanee .of --'getting .on.,to. the next;l! and "one of '
the'mdst':tender and:.lmaglnatlye of spiritual lyrics.55

The ballad ^Sister Helen* comes in for its share of
. -.the praise, and. Is commented upon in. these terms: t$a ,
halladi o e in which the wild and picturesque surroundings5
-and the growing; force of the tremendous harden, work - up
surely;::and;.2noat . impressively; to. the expected: hut still
..startling .' end;!55 - "a. dazzling .:height, of. f in 1 sh;55 53 15dis-

Y - ^Athenaeum, I- (April' 30, 1870) a 5?5V^V V'Y. :' .p 
: / .: Saturday: BeyMw,;; m m  -(May-.'Id, 1870 ) , 651,. ; V

- -: ^fzorris,.;p« 199 '. i-. - v;. : ' i;.: . '-t. '--:- .y:;-.-. v
. : :4B ' - " - ■ t y v i : 1, - /'Broadway! 1 .{October, 1870) s ' 287-* : . ,. ;y- -:r\'y'y'"\̂.()̂ Y." -..  ̂ _ . ' / y y. - - " Yy ' \:-fY - ' - . -Y - - '
' ' /Yhakeside Monthly, ; IV- {Sovember» 1870)! $25. .' -

. : . .  so. ' y-: v . '  y ' : ; v  i /  .yi-. y:- . : . . • y
Y . ;Sew - Monthly Ihgazine, QXh¥I {June, 1870), 684.
. . ^̂ "Sew Bclectlcy Vll' (JulVi 1870-)! :110r ; - -v . y -

.Y: - - . - Y  . -Y ' ■ yY'-y: ^ym, - ' ■

^ # r % h l '  p ..;yy,::y:;'.;;y ;.yyv Y '



plays the lyrical and dramatic faculties in their fusion* 
it would be difficult to speak too highly;11 “Rossetti 
produces one of the most effective of poetic creations;'”®® 
and “the masterpiece of the present collection«,15

.. "A Last Confession"1 is highly praised in these com™ .
laents: “nothing more directly and straightforwardly

'57 - ' • ■ 58poetical;” “nobly conceived and highly wrought;”
* 5QHan assertion of highest dramatic power;” “realistic

touches;”®^ “most complete and s a t i s f a c t o r y ; ”in the
last degree excellent;” and “perfect both in substance
and shape,”

Hot tod much is said of “Eden Bower” by way of 
direct praise* but the list of comments includes: ”The 
strangest and remotest of subjects is wonderfully realized;68 
“ in which the best characteristics of old ballad poetry are

— Athenaeum, I (April 30* 1870), 573.
55hew Monthly Magazine, CXLY1 (June* 1870)* 687.
' ° Saturday Review. XXIX (lay 14. 18701. 652,
S7 -v' Saturday Reyiew* XXIX (May 14* 1870)* 6511
FsO
Hew Eclectic* ¥11 (July, 1870)* 115.

59 ' - 'Mew Monthly Magazine* GXBVI (June* 1870)*■689.
60
. Broadway* I (October* 1870), 287,

61 '..' Morris* p. 200
62Eorman* p» 155
63• ■ ■ ■Athenaeum* I (April 30* 1870), 573.
6'4Morris* p. 200. . :



. woiicierfmlly reproduced; ” characterized 'by ” intensity;55 ■ ;: .
and !tstands out as one of the most r-emê rka'ble poems in t,. .

, /' If there ■ is one poem, or class of poems, which must ■ 
;i>& ranked as first in the critics8: estimate., that posit ion : 
Would . have to 'be. -giyen to ■ the . sonnets., if one is to judge
from the" amount, of phaise •lavished upon' theiQo They are
variously termed t * Highly finished and'.:impass:ionediw: ■■ - \:f i, ' 6g '.: y yyw ' - I .< . v-; y-.- •
$taastwr:: works.;of '^sonnetC'of'great:; heauty. v »rich, :

70 ; .1 i ' % ' •as :if were, with tropical, blossoms;S! and Mthe:: sweetest • ■ ̂•: V .\ ' - y: \ -f':. /• :-V' " %/." ,= _1 • ■ • :» . ; 3 hnd;;daihtidst pp ems in ;the: pfesent v@lum@> ' ' One writer ;V",
says of: them,y ,6Eaeh : is.a .study ; like - a:picture® |. •"' another:
notes that, "few of these- sonnets fall short of the highest f.■y/"y-; V"> y ;  ̂ .. ^.y^ y- : y / \ . . , ;.y\;/ y. : ;v ;y;"y
standards^y ‘' and:, st ill: another that " In these :sonnets. there.
is: the old majesty of.thought still advancing without effort
■' .•:% ' 74;. 1 ' ■f : , ' ' . ' ' '  ̂ ‘ :or fatigue*-11 : ::■ This last article; adds- .that .they- contain '

;  ̂ Athehaeum, I (April 30. 18701',' 5fE.: .; . ; ;
y. ‘.y• 66Forman9 p «. 1:5:9* •' : ' • y ;: y . ‘ y-.:-";;‘:-;y' y > y

; y ̂ ?gew-:Monthi
' . y »ew; loiactlof yf 1; ( July, isvaT. 1 1 5 . ‘y' -y ’ yyy - ■■

" ■ ■ " A Q "  . ■ 1 y i ■' ,'y-y y : - ■; ; ,y ‘-f; r.-y' Broadway, I (Octobers lB?G)i 288= .vy: :vyy V
■ ■ 7Q3afurday Review, XXIX "(Hay 14, 'l#0)y GMl*.: V : ‘' . Ml ■ •• : ' : ‘ -r ■ - ' ' : ' " ' ' . : :

: y ■■ Bdlvin, pi: 226- ."•"> ;y ::y - -yy.: ; ■'... 1
; y -■;; ?201d;'and. hew, Il { July, 1870), p» 93« "
yly Y i s p »• ig@0.: : • ::;y:'"-:;Vy :'V .y ': y - y f y  y'
; ‘ ' .‘7-MeW:»Monthly.'Magazine*- GXLVI {June, 1870) , 698«



' '■ ' •: ' ' . ' ■' : /; ■;V 29 ■ ̂" , . : ’' / - ■ ; ■ : ' 7g 'wa loftier and iaora toncking straiB";; while another 
maintains they hold 11 deep themes of life and love- of

76death and ultimate hope, „»o set to a music utterly new®n
One writer calls the sonnets the “true measure of Rossetti#s

97 - -greatness”; and another says the sonnets are that "from
which* perhaps' more than from all else Mr„ Rossetti .hag

- ■ 7Qgiven us* poets and poetical readers, will hereafter quotef11 
Finally» one of Rossetti’s personal friends2 whose praise 
of.the sonnets rambles on for pages * says» in part, "Their 
earnest, suhtleties and equisite ardors recallxto mind the 
sonnets of Shakespeare».«, = Mr« Rossetti6 s have a nobler .- 
fullness of form, a'more stately and shapely beauty of 
build,”79. ■ - • 1. • '

Obviously ,the forgoing is not an exhaustive account • 
of the writings of the favorable critics. Bathing short of 
a verbatim transcript of their articles could accomplish 
that. The major trends of thought in the articles have 
been outlined,'however, and important areas of general 
agreement have been noted. It will be interesting to see 
the ways in-which less friendly critics treat many of these

7w  :
' 76 ' , ''; •Forman* p. 152- '

77 : ' '■ • . ■.Westminster Review* XXKIX (January, 1871), 7.8.'
78 ‘ ' .Athenaeum, T (April 30, 1870}, 573.
79Swinburne, p. .554.



same traits <= —  .
One area of: general, agreement $ not- specif iballj meri<= 

tioned but obTious from the preceding dlseussioha is the 
close parallel -between the criticism in the English and . 
the American, reviews<, The English articles ontniimber their 
American counterparts by a margin of .ten to sixs bats in . 
general» the tone - of. the criticism ;in both ■countries is mark 
edly. similar»



CHAPTER III

, . THE mPAVORABLE REVIEWS

At a'boiit the time the first rush of favoraMe 
eritieisffi was dying, to a oloses a few scattered articles : 
of a different nature began to appear in England and 
America, These articles are here grouped as examples of 
criticism unfavorable to. Rossetti’s poetry,, and they

■ ■' v  ' iare seven in number,'
From the very beginnings, the study of the unfavor

able criticism shows one peculiarity. This is a quality 
in the opening paragraphs of.two critical articles which 
suggests a note of personal animosity on the part of the 
critics. There is an atmosphere of partly repressed 
hostility- toward Rossetti,, - The critic for Blackwood8s 
notes that the poems have already. e‘called forth an amount 
of remark totally out of 'proportion to their intrinsic 
importance a a n d  he derides Rossetti for having kept his 
poems off the market for twenty years while exposing, them 
to the gaae of the ‘‘choice souls,,,the select- of humanity«

1, ;or, XLIII (June 11, 1870), 724-725;
Review, XIV (June, 1870), ,480-481; Hat ion, XI (July 14, 
1870), 29-50;- Atlantic Monthly;, XXVI (July, ■ .1870) * 115-118; 
Harper8 s Magazine„ H I  (August .1870), 465; Blackwood8s 
Edinburgh Magazine, CVIII (August, 1870), 178-183; J, R, 
Rennet, H.orth American Review, 0X1 (October, 1870), 471-480, 
Again it has not been possible to- identify many of the 
authors.of the critical articles.



: T . ' - L: \ x; : . : ' '/- y'-;
’ . : These oho ice souls2 who are personal friends of Rossetti ■:

masquerading as impartial critics,, the author feels Vi ’’have 
been trained into due appreciation by 1 bng acquaintance 

-̂i ihnd much elueidation»!fi Presumably, the truly impartial . -
■i. or it le i'Mas .heenv given no.- ohanc e. -to examine. Bosset ti9 s work „ ' ■
• ' . and "his fajne' is raadep we have nothing to dd with itt All : _
■ that' is left for us to do is to echo the decision given ■ ■ ' -i 
' : .. '• by our betters and humbly aecept- the melodious gift »*^ ; :

The; other critic who censures Rossetti on personal rather •
V '. : 'than. literary ■grounds does-so bacause ."readers and observers= 

.1 who have discernment: are apt.- to feel a general distrust t
:1 'of such matures as. neemv tp: have the weakness of contempt" v

uously br with' morbid uneasiness shunning the judges who:' :;
- alone cah make general award, and - seeking the presumably 

p . partial applause of afew; and, finally, because the few - 
j ;' who in this instance are called upon to admire were hot ;

'.V'. judges in whom there, is entire- confidences"^ ■ - ' ., a- j -

: TRB POETIC Hill: .1 THOUGHT ARB llRRESSlOH : . ■'

:; One.of the defects -of Rossetti9s poetry most frequently
p commented upon by the or 1 tics is the inferior quality of 
■v: s-p the:.po.etic mind as ;evideneed by the extreme, paucity of ' - ‘f:
.. j..; thought:in. the 'Vpoetry-®: -:Oiie . eritie: says, that; Rdssetti :: - ,;-

^mackwood^sl GYIII (August, 1 8 7 0 : 178. ' v " . : '
; J. Ro Denne.t, Rorth -American 'Reriew^' 0X1 . ( October. V- 

-v:; 1 1; i87o}>:47S. : i ■. .-ijj' .1 ' ■ i’V "
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possesses nothing- of thomght and imagination,^ Another 
ohidas.'Rossetti for his failure to carry his thoughts out 
to.their logical conclusions when such an action might re
sult im a conclusion.distasteful to the a u t h o r T h e  
critic for the Atlantic notes that his, poems are very 
charming and ravish the mind with suggestions of the old 
religious art* but that they have no great intellectual 
meriti and scarcely any independent merit, except a luxury 
of iwords that most well-read men can commando6 This same 
critic proceeds to censure Rossetti for a lack of maturity 
in the thought of the poetry, a quality which he implies 
will appeal, only to young and, unformed minds; he says,
. ".Yet it has many charms, and at eighteen-, if you are of 
one sex,- or at twenty-two if of the- other, you might wish 
to be parted from it only in death. The trouble is, you 
cannot always be eighteen or twenty-two®”

A more specific intellectual defect noted by the 
critics is the lack of variety in the subject matter of 
the p o e t r y O n e  critic calls Rossetti "an elaborately 
skillful love-poet.of narrow range.n® Another calls his

4lbid.o p» 474,'
^Blackwood^s, CVIII (August, 1870), 182,
Q
Atlantic Monthly, XXVI (July, 1870), 115.

7  ' : ■ . : ^  . . . . . .  ' '

Ibid., Do 117.
8 ■ ■.Benneti p. 474. .



34
poems Italian love=soBgs in English verse3 " and adds that
such.narrowness - can soarcely he accorded a warm welcome

9 '•;or awarded a high place® A third critic says that Rossetti
never shows hiraself capable-of going outside of the narrow

10range of sentiment with which the “blessed Dazaosel68 deals® 
Probably'the strongest oensure- comes from Dennet, who sayss 
“At last one discovers* what has seemed probable from the 
first*, that one has been in company with a lyrical poet of 
narrow range» with a man- who has nothing to say but of him
self; and of himself as the yearning lover* mostly a sad

. XI .one* of a person of the other sex®”
A few.critics* perhaps a trifle more charitable than 

'their coll©agues8 suggest that Rossettiis difficulty may 
mot be so much a lack of intellectual content as it is 
an. inability to express his thoughts® Dennet calls him a 
man who can with “more ease indicate and subtly hint than
he can clearly enunciate with intellectual precision what

A ' IS : 'he wishes to convey to us.” Another critic calls the
poems an inadequate.expression of the author6s thought
and feeling®'" liest he be thought too' charitable* this

®m,rper»s Maaagine,-- XL I (August 8 1870) „ 463.
% a t i o n , ( July 141 18^0 K  30. :
11Page 474. '
12Page 476.
1%afioni, XI (July 148 1870)* 29.



■3.5
critic’ hastens to add:' ■ ’ ' ■ ’ ■ . : .
; ’ v : " A.more:adequate dxpressidh of the author8s thought 

.■ ; . and feeling we have "been asking for; but if may. be 
‘ ;■ that he haS^ne' great 'amount of thought to expressa ’

. ■ and>̂  that-a-:: as; we say® he; needs - colors wherewith to .
'v • express the- feelings and sentiments which his sub-

.• jeetive Intel lee tand sensuous nature perceive ' '
; - . clearly and ;even with painful intensity, but which:

:: ;"by .r-easdn-; of ;thib .subj .eetivity' of- int el lent*; he ■
h- . cannot set before himself,, still less before any- ■’!

; bbdy1 else% in words: that do much more than hint .
: ■: ’ at themo -As forihis power of thought s we do not

find that he has ''!*> in excess of that of nine- ■ . :tenths .of the. contemporary poet s.3-4
Qne criticI suggests that- the chief intellectual' fault of the
•-.poetry- is’ its failure to explore -any new avenues of thought®

" : ' : ; ; V..;.vV ■. :. .imAhlfT: ; ; ■ ■ i ht ’ ' :

Closely allied to the charge of superficiality of 
■ thought., is: the rather general clamor against the question- . 
able, moral tone of the book.- "While, this charge Is made in ’. 
quite specific fashion at times» occasionally it is a ' :
quality which - the critics;; claim to .have, felt - or 'intuit-' I: 
ively perc;eived.. / critic objects to "what must a ini;, 
charity 8 s despite^ be, called mannerisms'i' . consist ing in ' 
almost painful iteration'of .-certain sensuous; suggestions» 
which,, nevertheless.^ are. .rather-left to" do - their’: work Upon 
:;the -reader .with-:f hel^ his Imagination.,. ■ than compelled
- Into,positiye poetry by the author."^6 ,.. :. - i

14 Ibid.  ̂ - ’
• 1 &Cont emporary Review, XIV' (June., 1870}, 481

; ' : ' 16 0ont emporary Review  ̂, XIV;::(lune:j, -. 1870 if;481«,.



■Occasionally, also, Rossetti is criticized for 
omissions which the critics feel lower the moral tone of 
the work. One critic censures the poet for his failure to 
express any true feelings of remorse or deep shame in the

another critic protests'because “There is not even any 
sense of horror-=any tragical perception of the depths of

It is surprising, perhaps, but true that the very 
intensity of feeling, so highly’ praised in other quarters, 
is the basis for further charges of doubtful morality, 
Sennet admits that Rossetti must be credited with an 
intensity of feeling, but he adds that this feeling is 
overcast almost always with a “sort of morbidness which
usually, trenches on the bound . of undue, sensuotisness - of -

’ 19 -tone, Another critic adds: “Rossetti, as the poet of
passion, possesses poweri but power uneonsetously used to-
debase the imagination., not to purify ite.,,,Even in his
best, the ardency.of love^“and he sings of little .else-—
burns into a flame of passion dangerously hot, and the more
dangerous from the dramatic power with which he portrays

concluding stanzas of “Jenny,® Concerning this poem

wretchedness and guilt involved,

1"Spectator, XLIII""(June 1 1, 1870), 728, 
 ^̂Blackwoo'd’.s, CVXII (August, 1870), 182



: ;; ;.:.v-;> ;:lt':,ls:' t o o t ;sesastieua 'pertraysfl. &£■ love "

frequency-'witto which this quality is- met that .draws - down 
mm eh of the critical animosity up.on -the; poetry-*. One critic 
catt-s. atfehtioh to the' "too erotic key-note" of the poems* 
Aaet-her. critie adds: "It is a curious thing in;a poet whose

: puhity ■ot miad'iand': heart -makes ' sheh;a- strong impress!ona 
that: his imagimatioh should toe so often dominated toy charac
ter and fact which- are quite other: than- pure» "^\ Dennet 

' adds’that the love' to which Rossetti' confines himself will 
toe found to .toe at bottom a sensuous 'and ,sexual, love*'- :--

But it is not- alone the; sensuous portrayal' ©f love ' . 
which irritates the .-critics* . Rossetti’ S: habit of .con- ; V 
fusing sensuous and spiritual - love also makes him the ob ject' 

: of Some unflattering attention* One critic identifies this 
quality, in a decidedly unfavorable context, as "the 
marriagea so to: speak, of the flesh and the spirit»"^

. : Another' pr it ic izes the; aufhor9:s- 8,11;,hut unvarying;: mode of-p 
eonceivihg of love as. sensuous, tout he adds that love, with-. 

,• Rossetti, .while never quite mere animal.-appetite is also ' 
'never s imple affect i o n * O n e  critic notes that Rossetti ’

' f I
' 22Atlantie Monthly. ( July, . 1870) , 116 :
. . ; ;23Page 479 * ; . ■

; .  2A ’ " : -i p;:;.''' -: "Coint eraporary - Review, XIY" (June, 1870) ,'480. ; V..
: ’ 25 : - ' - l-'i.:- : ; - ' ' - ' ; ' '; R . l, - Dennet, p. 476. . ;/ i -i.-i;:- ; :'v ; . .p



■ : • , :. ■■■ ' 
has' a painter8 s joy in 'beauty, and an indifference to what
beauty or whose it is;. M s  concept of love is chiefly sen
suous ; although, at his.best, both beauty and love are 
highly honored<» Yet this eritio notes that "here and there, 
as in ’Suptial Sleep, 4 we feel that we are too.few removes 
from Hro 'Whitman's alarming frankness, and that it is but
a step- or two from -6turning* aside and living with the •

26cattlef 8 ; Another critic notes the dangers Inherent in
this combining of the earthly with the spiritual; he says, '
’’Rossetti,' who is at once the poet of passion and my s tie ism,
veils the.' one behind the other, and so adds to the dangerous 
incitements of the. verse by the seeming purity of his dic = 
tion? As there are pictures more shameful by far than, the 
nude statues of- the ancients, so there are veiled hints
and suggestions of passion more, dangerous" than, open sen-
: ' 2? ' : - ■ ' - ; ' ' ' ■' - ' ■ ' ,■ auality®” ' Dennet also notes- the dangers of such a

practice and says that such things tend:to confound the
-distinctions between morality and immorality much as the

28prurient novels of some French writers dot Another ' 
critic shows evidence of a certain amount; of confusion of 
his own in attempting to describe: Rossetti's confusion.
He calls attention to "A sort of elean indecency, as .in 
the sonnet on 'Huptial Sleep'--a sort of deliberate hovering

; 26Atlahtlc Monthly, 'XSfl (July, 1870), 116.
Earner' s Magasine» Xhi (August, 1870 ),. 46S. -

pa •Page 478.



teetween nudity and nakedmess» : if w e  could make our iaean«= 
•Ing; elear-^lg asdlow^as' Sr:o. Rodsetti ever gets®,”' ‘v .

V ■;:' d'-: " :CMFTSmiEHIP" - , ' '

' ;v;-;::Tto teehnlque or the./poet-craft of the author is also . 
given considerable attention By the: critics® Many of them 
profess to -'defect - an air' of; .falsity or- imsineerlty in the 
poetry. . The critic for the Atlantic says tha,t the poems 
are quite, characteristic'of their school3 But he 'doubts 
that they, are: very .gehuihe®' h. .second' critic #^ of 
"a quality in the style which it would be wrong : to call/ ., / 
affectation^' or= reticence, or. literary cynicism; but.yet 
there is-something-in it which suggests all these names. 
heShef. ref ers: =to; Bbssetti as - a- writer who is 19affectedV 
s ent imehi’al.»; and .-'painfully self-conscious.M 'y../ /' ,

,. It is this quality of aff ectat iony hfj forced, hot,/ \
spontaneous; and freely flowings achievemeht which arouses , 
some. qMti.cai distaste®- :Q.ne. critic declares..f-Er.: Ross- .- 
-etti /hs.s a 9 formed® and not a simple and spontaneous manner; 
and not only. that. .but that/ his/culture id/always-.traeeable -■ 
in. his thought s like ve ins in marble; or-i io; repeat ah -;..; . ' 
old image:, the., honey tastes of .'the particular/class of /,;.

'29Haf.-iona :Xi (July 14, 1870), 29.
July,'! '/117. -//I' -'.

gl'".' ' " - " ' , /̂i"; -r" ! 'Contemporary Review, %1V .(June,: 1870), .481, 
; ̂ Page-4 8 0. - ; -. h /- , / : .



flowers on whieto, the bee has been feeding. Another
critic notes tia tendency in the art. to ■ outrun the f eeling 
at t imes,, and.̂  to add in eold blood what seem-exoreseenoes 
when looked at by the light of the genuine feeling delinea 
ted«v A great-majority of the sonnets, seem to us in this 
sense forced,^-an effort of the imagination to give elabo
rate expression to feelings which did.not naturally flow
into this form, but sat in somewhat artificial poses for 

' ■ 34for their likeness?" Another critic.notes that, bad as
they are, not all of Rossetti5s affectations and poses - 
are original, and concludes 1 "He has numbers of affecta
tions-.and they are not' all his own. Some of Mr» Browning’s 
for example-, are pretty el ear in ’A Last Confession, ’ and 
those of the ImitatloWold ballads are. the property of 
the trade?;1’58 ' . - - : . - v::

One aspect of Rossetti’s style not particularly 
admired-is his practice of littering his poems with all 
manner of medieral trappings. Whether these trappings 
take.the form of objects, ideas, or locale, they do not 
inspire any great critical regard. One critic writes of 
Rossetti’s medievalism, as though it were almost entirely a 
re.l;ig.ieus . <1̂ 8,1 ity? This crit ic motes "an occasional -

55Gbntemporary Review, XIV (June,, 1870}, 481,
XLIIl'(June 11, 1870), 725-34 .

XXVI (July, 1870), 116



. . , . 41 :
intensity of sensual religious f eelings, which; however, ̂
: often goes near, to being disgustings, as producing here and
today the impression of falseness or weakness in the man
who pretends to .feel, it or the.man who really feels it. We
say plainly that we do not find ourselves able to believe
in a really honest nineteenth-century Fra AngelicoVtt
Dennet notes that the poems are often shrouded in the

- 37author’s favorite medieval dress. .This critic adds 
that there must be something wrong with the poet who can 
better satisfy his poetic urges with fancies from out of 
the past than with the real life of the present. And, 
in speaking.of the abounding medieval symbols such as 
citherns and citoles which encumber the poetry, this 
writer concludes that the-author "has at command a set 
of properties which have the advantage of being.compara- 
tively new and striking to most readers and have the disadvan
tage of being thought by most readers to be merely proper-

■ 39 ■ ' . l . - ' ' -■■tieso16 ■
Certain other archaic tendencies are also roundly 

criticized, especially the use of the burden or refrain 
in the ballads, for, as one critic notes, it is a piece of 
archaism in any poet to represent to himself that his poems

3%ation., XI (July 14, 1876), 29.
37Page 475.
58 Ibid.' '

- 39Ibid., p. 480.



- . ' 42
■will' W- sungo . Tiie: Speetator calls "Troy Town" : and ; ■ ■
"Eden Bower16 prime examples of "painful and elaborate 
/failures--in the attempt to revive an archaic form of ; '

■ ■ 4 1 - - . - -,/v : ■ '1 : -''-I-':': ■. f  ' v ;- - : poetry." One critic eondemns Rossetti not only for his :
; ; use- .of; the/ refrain* which would- be bad enough in any ease, , ; :

/ but also for varying, the refrain slightly;„ this; va-ria- . ^
tion breaks the absolute monotony, of the refrain -and pre- 

'//,.'" vents the ;reader from rapidly skimming over ito . One/--. / ' ■/
. / //: /''/ 'cr itic s- speaking';bfithe-: ballads.- themselves, says, "Of / ' / -' /// -/'' 
/ course these, .ballads are- the poorest of/Mr. Rossetti's/

poems, and 'they are not fairly characteristic of him. Some ' '
-///•’ of them’ are' very poor indeed, and others are quite idle.11 ̂  -: .

A few.minor points’in.the craftsmanship of the poet 
:/ ’ - ; are also noted. One critic writes of ’/a vexing obscurity / / ,/

: .,-/ in the greater-part of Hr/ Rossetti's poems, which some -.•/;/
other peculiarities of - his make us doubt whether it is 

/:- .. quite worth while to explore®1'’ ./. Another critic notes the
:. ' me'chanical- d^ endless parentheses; amd/bome ■: ’';/' ; . -///i,/

__ strangely def ective . rhymes- such as pierce and - spheres.. /
• . . Another/.aotes/ the/;f pro ed,v/.lf/not//forcible,, and/highly {/.;:,:

/; ^^Blackwood's, CV1I1 (August, 1870), 182. - -//. - .. ’ -
■41XLIII (-June 11, 1870), 725. - - '
42 "///';/..;":";'-;'/':: Blaci&ood's, GVIU (August, 1870), 181. / //,, /..;;.. ;,.:. ;/
Atlantic Monthly, -ZXVI (July, 1870), 116. . ;

,. m  ' ’ .

-://'/ /V ': / ̂ uBlackwQod-^s-/' GTIll^ C August// 18701. -179„. /f/'-;.



' ; .. ' ' ■ Vr 43
colored dictioao^® And the vocabulary is noted by one critic
who calls, it "a lore fo.r rank* "Ms-h* palpitating,, bleeding*

■ - ' -r 47 -and drippiing words osr

' IHBS GRITIGAL ESTIMATE ■

It is difficult to present an accurate picture of 
the critics? evaluation of many individual poems because 
of the relative infrequency with which individual poems are 
mentioned* A'few-poems8 howevers are given sufficient men
tion to make a summation possible* 11 The Blessed Damosel„5! 
for the most part, is quite highly regarded; one .critic

a picalls the poem “as chaste as the hour before dawn"; 
another classes the poem as "the. best known and the best 
worth k n o w i n g S t i l l  another critic calls it* except' 
for the sonnets8 the best poem in.the volume.^® As might 
.be expected*, howevers not all of the comment on this poem 
Is favorable* Blackwood8s notes "how curiously earthly 
and. .commonplace are the details of which it is -made upo^
It is "the most strangely prosaic conception of heaven we 
have ever met up with in poetry" ;- .and» Mthe blessed damozel 
has no higher thoughts about her.lover than she might have

'46ffati0B, XI (July 14/ 1870)8 30... -
47 -Atlantic Monthly. XXVI (July* 18.70) a 117*

:. Pontemporary Review9 XIV ( June, 1870)* 481*
49 - ; ' . : . :Bennet» p..477.

- 5QAtlantic Monthly* XXVI (July, 1870)* 115.



" were she watching at a; portal windoŵ .?.: . : isother erltiCi, ;.V:
-while - noting that it is one of -Rosse'tti8s hest poerasj- adds 
that: the work .̂it 'saems'; to bs expresses in a- -suff iciently . - 
carnal- hammer" the author * s belief f"that; earthly passion and v ,
' affeetlorny. - in.- no. wise; eleyated or clarified, so far as. we 
obs.erTe8 is -to la.st -on into eternity:and he of the Miss of -

:v h ^ e a . ■ ■ v :i-.̂ " :;i; : :::' ;• ■' ; > "i
'ilennyl-is referred to-hy,erne of the critics as--the • :;A

'8hy*”ho =-3116838-;Ses-sed-: harad?;©1:-- i;-: : and another, critic 'pro- /
■ tests against "this -sort of morhid amatomy" which is “very :
1 ike. morbidly gratified sexual- sensuonsnessliis which , the
ahthor has:'failed to avoid the "inherent indelicacy»K
And-a finally^ the critie for- the Atlantic- comments: '".We - .
- think .there has been "quite .'enough of the Fallen Woman, in- .1- 
' 1 it'eratmre;; we wish that if she cannot he reformed, she :
- might he:at 11 east policed out of sights" f:;'. - . .
; 1:'Ihe only other poem mhnt ioned >y more than " one. . or two 
critics , is.''“'A': last Confession, ” of which one crit ic says, 
:6,ltyls:vpowerful--a draaiatie story of passion very effectively 
told” with ”-80®® - fine and original things in ifo11 Slsewhe-re

51GVIIX (August5 1870), 179. " i
R a t i o n , XI ( July 14, 1870), 29. f - ■ : V '

: 53Atiantic Monthly, XXVI (July. 1870), 117. - y:: ./.y
: - :'^^Denhet.pii78.-:':: ̂ '' . -' :f'' .; -i55 : , '  " - IV-:: •' ' irk ':- ,

i., XXVI (July,: 1870) , 11.6̂  ," , ; I . ;;; ■ 1 :  ̂ - .
56Mationa XI (July 14,' 1870), 29. .



it is called oae of the asst direct and simple poeas in the.
57 -TOlnme« Bttt one critic speaks ©f it regretfully as a

poem that "might have been something higher» for the story
has all the depths of tragedy*?—but somehow- it is not ®11

Host of the other poms are-mentioned'only at randomj,
but a few of the critical comments introduced at this point
may serve - to suggest the general critical, attitude*. "Sister
Helen" is condemned both because of the "narrowly subjective

' 5 9character of the poem," and because "the avenger makes 
no claim upon our sympathy. There is no softening in her, 
no late thrill of love or sorrow to bring her within the
range of' tender.f e e l i n g ® " D a n t e  at Verona" is dismissed

61because it "makes no very impressive-figure," and because
■ 62it "tells ms nothing, about Dante»11

i In summing- up. the poetry as. a whole, most of the
critics make some sort of evaluation, if not of the poetry, 
them of the'poet? One critic says: "Have we been saying, •
on the whole, that we think Mri Bossetti no great poet?
Let us say, then, that we think him, on the whole, a very 
pleasing one to read once at least:““Whether twice, or

^Dennety p* 478.
50' ' ; :- Blackwoodis, GVIII (Angust, 1870), 183. -
®®Dennet'a p. . 474« ■; •’ -
$0Blackwo©d^s. GVIII (August, 1870), 181 =
^Atlantic Monthly. XXVI (July, 1870), 117.
6PBlackwood’s, GVIII (August, 1870), 182.



' ■■ ' - g3thrice s or indef initely, we do aot" know^11 Another
critic metes that .Rossetti is ’’hot radically .different
from any other of:', our secondary writers of poetry^" and •
we do not have in Mm a 16true poet of any weight»"^
Another adds* "but still, Mr« Rossetti does not„ as We
haw e said, satisfy us- even when he- is at his best .-I* And

’■ ' 65then he asks querulously, "What is it that is wanting1?"
Two critics indicate that there is a. limited, appeal in
the poet8s worko One calls him a "poet of the period"
and the other says he has only "written for a class®
A? Agaim.,the differences between the English and1 the -
American writers are very slight® Both groups of critics
censure Rossetti for substantially'the same reason and
in almost the same words® The American critics outnumber
their English counterparts four articles to three, which
makes the ratio of favorable to unfavorable articles '
substantially higher in England« Expressed numerically,
there are nine favorable articles to three unfavorable
articles in England®. In America the ratio is. only six to
four®

Atlantic Monthly® XXVI (July, 1870), 117=
04*“ISenhet, p®. 474= ' ; '

Review, XIV (June, 1870), 481®/ . ,. 
^^E&rper’s Magasine, XX-I (August, 1870), -465 = 
67BlaQkwood^s.= CVII1. (August, 1870), 178®



B W H Z M  M D  THE LATER SBITICS

; : - :j^ppoxlmateL%:.'#ighSeeB: ia©ntMs :after the publication .. .
of'PoeBis„ an artIcle wa.s published which was to enrage .
Rossetti' and many./of his close .friends. This was the

-f among #. or infamons, Buchanan art icle» . Most students of
Bo ssetti; - report that the:Buchanan review' stands out he-

v'Cause - of the ■ unprecedent ed violence of it s-attack ;upon ;
'the. poet. . This is true^ however» of only a few paragraphs
in the article^- .theae exhibit a degree of malevolence '•
. - hi t her t O; ah sent: from -.even:t the .most hostile indictment of
Rossetti? In descrihing .the female protagonists of?:: ", _
.Rossetti''s p o ems I - Bu cha nan is probably at hi s lurid worst.
He says: "Females who hite, scratch, scream, huhble,
munch, sweat, writhe, twist., wriggle 8 foam, and in a general
. way slayer-:, oyer■ ■ their loyers ,must -.surely- .possess■ some , . v :
extradrdlhary 'qual.it ies to ' count eract the ir: ot herwise mos t :■'?

:. offensiye: mode of conducting themselves »M '.'.Again? in his '
nuomments -:c>h the . s o n n e t S l e e p j  ®- Buchanan adds, ' "Here
;.is a full' grown man, presumably .int.el 1 igent and .cultivated,
putt ihg;. on record f or other full . grown men to read, , the ? :
' ' :'1; . ' ' : - : ' : , ' ' ?', : Bohert.Buchanan, “The Fleshly School of Poetry?": 
Oontemporary Review, %FIII?COctohef1871), 334-350. ?:
: ': 2



most secret mysteries of sexual connection^, and that with 
so' sickening a desire to reproduce the sensual mood* so 
careful a choice of epithet to convey mere animal sensa- 
tidns* that we merely, shudder at,;the shameless nakedness 

Aside from these two examples* however„ and-a few 
scattered■phrases such as spasmodic ramifications in the 
erotic directions611̂ and ^zaorhid deviation from healthy 
forms of life*68 the diction is quite ordinary, and. the 
animosity is held in fairly close check. Indeed* the 
feature of the article most apparent, and perhaps most 
surprising, is the. tone of jocular condescension, so 
frequently.encountered= On almost every page Buchanan 
makes some half-jesting remark about the poetry. One 
example of this occurs in Buchanan’s discussion of the . 
general merit of the poems; he says * = ’’Shat' merits they have 
lie with their faults on the surface, and can "be caught 
by-any young gentleman as easily as the:measles, only they 
are rather more difficult to get rid of*” Another time . - 
he; refers to Bossetti’s characters as having. 66 the ..fatal
mayks of literary consumption, in every pale and delicate
" - " " 7 ' •visage*M Granted-; mockery itself is a severe form of 

^ I h i d b* o* 538V ; : V
' 4-Ibid., n. 335. - : : - -

- . • - R , " -Ibid*, p*- 3.37*
6Ibid., p. 347.
^Ibida* p. 350. ■ ■ .



: M w r s e  ;ê itieisin̂ : but this'J estimg quality tends ;tq add -;y 
a- ligb-ter uote to- the article^ whieh-.fact is not' pointed 
out by other' studies of this criticism* .

yFo.r:::tiie most part , Buchanah6s art ide -parallels the 
ydther articles unfavorably disposed towardRos sett its yy';. 
^poetry* ': ?fhe ; iht ell ectual quality of ' the pb#ry is dismissed 
: rather scornfully* Buchanan says» 96There is: not. one scrap 
of imagination^ .properly so-called*8! f  Further he notes that 
Rossetti has ^nothing particular to tell us or teach us*16 •
• And he says the poetry is sound having no connection with .
. .senseyphraseplogyyhot:: inierwoyeh wlthithpught: and spirit* '
' : It is . the nlf ra- sensuo'usness» which Buchanan refers to-
/ as' ; f 1 eshl iness, t owa,rd which most of Buchanan ® S iiey Is -:
: ̂  "he #
'.being quite original * -After summarizing some of they favor- y 

•y-' abi'e ’reyiewsi; he ysays# 116Strange: tb:ysay»: #or eover%' 'ho '-one -i> 
- accused lffr« Ross eft i yof naught i n e s s . . hot so Buchanan 5 '.;'

however-^ -'for. he 'aecuses Rossetti of considerably mor.e than 
y y' naughtiness*''; - He 'notes $: 99iet trey quest ion if .there is. any- - y
' thing *,»quite so questionable on the score of thorough . ; 
.nastiness as manyJ pieces - ih. Mr* Rossetti9 s collection*

8Ibid*i, p* 349 *
. 9lbid* s p* ,339.i - ;
1QIbid., p. 347.
.1^ Ibid. 3 p* .337 .:

'ŷ îbld-i ,sy y y':;'-';y-yy
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And of what does this alleged nastiness consist? wFlesh- 
linesssM says Mr» Bnohanang ™the fleshly feeling is every-

i ' • ■..'Where®ro $8The flesM'lnessi, ® imay indeed he described as
the distinct qualityo <. oand it is a: quality which becomes
unwholesome'When:there is no moral or intellectual quality
to temper and control it-ow^  ‘The rmaifi cat ions of flesh-
llnessa according to Buchanan» are at least as dangerous as
fleshliness itself 8 for "the. fleshly gentlemen have bound
themselves by solemn league and covenant to extol fleshli-
ness as the distinct and supreme end of poetic and pictorial
art; to aver•that poetic expression is greater than poetic
"thought, and by inference that the body is..greater than the

. . 15soul, and sound superior to.sense®® Such a creed would be 
bad'enough were it kept from public view, implies Buchanan,
61 but it unfortunately happens in the present case that the 
'flpshly school of vers-e-writers are, so. to speak public 
offenders," because they are spreading the seeds of the dis
ease broadcast wherever they are read and understood^ Their 
complaint too is catching, s,nd carries off many young per- 
sons®81 V If this were the; result of some juvenile over- 
enthusiasm, as Buchanan regards Swinburne9s defects, it might 
be excusable®. This tolerance cannot he applied in Rossetti9s

15^ Ibid®, p» 3.39« . .
14IMd.»9 p.® 335®
15 ■"Ibid®a p.» 355® :
16 - : ibid®, "p* 336.



case3 says Buchanan» for ”it is. quite different., twhen a
grown man, with the self control and easy audacity "of actual 
.experience, ■ -comes.; forward t-©'vcitoenlel'e::>■kiŝ■v■6tobr:b:tii@ isensa- 
.tioms:, ,andi fir at .proclaim^ 1 it erary -mat'uf Ity.̂ ' 'and.:.':; ;v:-
. oonsequent '-fespoBs-iMlity.,. ehameles.sly-:prints and .publishes. 
such a piece of w r i ting®-to .To Buchanan, Rossetti-8 s portrayal
of love ; is simply;-another - aspect ■ of fleshliness ̂ - ̂ Whether: ' ;
he . is; writing of the holy [sic], Bamosel» or of the Virgin.;V . 
herselfi or of Lilith, or Helen, or of Dante, or. of Jenny 

:i: the .sireetwalfcer> he;-is. f 1 eshly.all brer, ffroaf the. roots :V;:v.d ;
; of his. -hair, to .. the;tip- of his toes; nerer a true lover ■
merging;his identity into that of - the "beloved one; never 
spiritual, .never tender, always self-conscious and aesthetic.

1 In the matter of technique or craftsmanship, Buchanan’ s'
, comments "are remafkahly similar to those of the other un
favorable critics.- He notes that the poetry does not have 
a free.and freshly flowing nature; there is.little of the; 
spontanaeity that, is apparent in the "best work of Swin=- ’
hurne, Mthe poems all look as if they; -had taken a- great '

"19 - '.deal, of trouble.1*. ’ The poetry abound sin -af f e etat ions, • .
.. says Buchanan, and horrowing a- phrase "from Dr. Johns tin, -'
he notes; hMr. Rossetti is affected, mafurally affected.
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tout it must have taken him a great deal of trouble to toe-
come what we now see him--such an 'excess- of affectation is 

20 'not■ in nature,*- ; And Buchanan goes on to criticise those 
writers who deliberately write in as affected and archaic 
manner as possible* 66Poetry,says Buchanans wis perfect
human speech, and these-archaisms are the mere fiddle- . \

■ 81dedeeing of empty heads and hollow hearts*8' On a par
with the other properties of affectation are the “droll

' •• ’ ■ ■ ■' ' 2? mediaeval garments, their funny, archaic speech,B  ̂ And
Buchanan adds, ®0n the whole, one feels disheartened and
amazed at the poet who, in the nineteenth century, talks

- osabout 'dazaosels,8 'citherns, 8 and - 9 citolese °.'65 Another 
'affectation noted toy Buchanan is that of the burden or re- ■ 
frain in many of the ballads« H© - opines that the author is ■
fond of this device"for its own sake, and it is used whether

24it is relevant or .not*
Buchanan also observes,'or claims to observe, that 

not all of Rossetti6s affectations are original with him: 
Quitivaied readers, moreover, will recognise in every one. 

of these poems the tone of Mr* Tennyson broken up by the 
style of Hr* and Mrs, Browning, and: disguised here and

fe0Ibid«, p* 341»
lip % cl o g p o 34 S a

pa: 350.
23" .Ioido$ p o 341a
24 ■- Ibi&.f p*: 3486



tliere iay; the eeceBtrieities of the Pre“Raphaelit'es =M : . ; '
And. he adds that whether the poetry he the grotesque aiedieyal 
ism.-of .:*S4ratton Water18: or ^Sister .Helens 66 the medieval ,; ’
classieism of "Troy Town's86 or the .false and shallow mystic ism
'ht-h't7 . - .'tvh;:-r - -1: ■. ; ps':. • •of “Eden Bowera 66 it is.-■all. essentially /imitatire> ■ '•'
■.I Buchanaa :alsq:: notes' -a' few defects-in: some minor points
of: .craf tsmanship.i He,. erit ieises the hah it Res sett i has of :'
accenting:" the. last .syllable; im a word when in ordinary speeeh
such a .word would hare the accent on the penult.iiaate«,■ -As
■ah' example he quotes a few lines ’ from "love Lily,!: : .if' '
■ ' Bet we en . the 6nds:;, b e twe em' the hrpws ■■ . ,:;i : ;
: Between the lipsof Love-lil■ eel f :v ■- ' . . . '
and ih another instancei : ':iv' ■ .' . '■ 'x' hill; :■...

' ■ iEyerywher e . b e : 11 dry or .wet-i. V ' " gg ./ ' , . ;. : f Andimrhet night in the Haymar-ket» ■•■.. : ; --.fi'i' ." A.r’
Buehanan; al sc ' c omment s unfavorably.. upon such rhymes as
was- -and grass ,̂ death, and lieth, lore and of a and, once :#id'l'::l
SUnS*^' - V. ' v ; . '' i.. " 'ii V;.": If

- In a final, attempt to- sum up the poet Buchanan says : 
fhhti'Rossetti and his followers are to Tennyson what psrica■
. Rds enc rams, - hadGuil dens t ern:, are to Haml et^°: And he add s:
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that Rossetti B3aas not .giT.eft.us one rounded and noteworthy

: Sl : ' ■''piece of.art®® ' ■ :
There is not one poem in the entire volume which earns

for'itself Buchanan*s wholehearted admiration. "The Blessed
Dambzel66 probably eomes the closest | Buchanan speaks of it
asnhaving 116great' merits of its own, and a few lines of real
genius”; and it is ”the nearest approach to a. perfect whole*#
But he addsj, 68It does not contain one single note .of sorrow,”
and he speaks of its ^affected title, and of numberless

. - ' ggaffectations throughout the t e x t O t h e r  poems do. not 
fare so well: MlennyH .is said to be a mheartlessM poem,
with *'not a drop of piteousness” in the author, a poem which 
Rrepels and revolts us”; "Eden Bower" is called "affected 
rubbish" | ̂  "Lilith” is an bbsu'rd tradition which no good
..poet would have wrought into a poem; and "Nuptial Sleep"11

. 3 6  ; ; ■ :"is simply nasty0K
Buchanan did not write his article in the hope of

saying the final word in regard to Rossetti’s defects»
Rather he hoped to start an avalanche of adverse criticism
which would overwhelm the poets His letters to Tennyson

51lbid», p» 359b

32Ibid0» p* 540»

^Ibidi, P'» 344.

54lbid,, p 0 34 9o

^^Ibido, p= 549»

36Ibid», p.. 338 b
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. \and Brewnanga'" „„ soliciting their backing8 make that .fact 
quite clear® 0dntrary to his hopes® however® only two.more 
reviews appeared on the ̂’'subject of Poems® These, take 
’cpmpletely opposite sides of' the question of Rossetti8 s.
1iterary merits® Gourthope’s article is almost as inimical 
to the work as, Buehanan8'S but without the violent diet ion®. 
Sariet a artielebis ;qhit 0: high-.;in; praisb' of the Works: but--- - 
.it differs;from the early favorable reviews because of its 
strong' religious, bias ® l A ,'bomplete analysis of the two 
artieles would serve/-ho :_f eally useful purpose, but, abrief 
'glance: at/:’'some bf. their unusual features might be informa
tive and interesting® . . ; :
' ' / Court hope8 s - chief: comtrlbutioh t o the: or it ici sm-of - 
, Rossetti is his report. on the mysticism in the poetfy® . He 
speaks; of Rossetti as; a mystic out of''his proper settings 
and. adds, that the .mystics of the Middle Ages can ; be -under
stood by .understanding; the;Middle Ages; Rossetti-® - however® 
is a/iiodern’-mystiWg.randi; hence3 .his meaning must be guessed 
■at f Only, a form of rapport between the author and t h e ' ' 
reader makes today8 s mystie 'understanda,ble8' ands in many 

;■ cases.®-; the mysteries of the modern mystic turn out to be 
11 no thing but word . puzzles or literary conceits®l|C .One - .

S%bughtys: Op®-- 0it ® A:'pp.®:b00-501a i.■ .. - ' - ; 1"; .
'/r'\ - - ' ' -Ay .... -"William« Court hope 8 nSwinburiie--Rossef t i^-Zorris® “ Cuaft erly. Review j,- • CXXXIi (January»- 1872) 9 -69-751 J= C - - 

Earle, Catholic World, XIX (May, 1874)» 178-185®%
: ’ ^®Gourthqpe®': p®, 69. t ' ■ vi: \>



aspect 6f Rossetti’s mysticism^ the perception of the 
spirltml through the sensual, is. noted in Courthope8s 
comments on the wPortrait,e when he says: . ’5tAs the expression 
in the portrait is appropriately made a revelation of the 
lady’s soul, so. the'’"bodily traits of the lady herself are 
elsewhere exalted as revelations ©f the supreme and invisi~ 
hie --'-Rut it is':-mot alone, the ohseurity of Rossetti’s
mysticism which annoys this critic* • He also speaks up 
against certain' tendencies in the mysticism which border 
on the sacrilegious< In the second •sonneta Rossetti 
describes .love #hder the metaphor of- the sacramental bread 
and. winea and: ppurthope says: “We. have- no hesitation in
sti#iatising such a deification of the animal' instincts
. . 41.as emasculate obscenityi® And he adds„ “Love» as he 

represepts it» .appears mot as romantic passion, or even ■.
. 40as natural ardor, but as pious sensuality*®

One comment by Courthope, b.n the craftsmanship of the • 
poet, is somewhat• hew.o He notes that Rossetti “sometimes 
spoils a symbol with a.really felicitous meaning by over
loading it"#' and he gives as an example, “it is poetical 
to speak of sleep as a fallow field;., but-Mr., Rossetti, 
wishing to connect the idea of sleep with love, writes

40 -Ibid*, p? 73*
41ibidl, p; 71,
"42Ibid» ' '
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etMe love=so#a fallow field of sleep,* and so destroys the

; ■ ■ ’ _ •  ̂ ' 
metaphorow" Otherwise, Go-urthope9s article varies only
slightly from the.hulk of the adverse or.itieism* There is 
sothing; partieularly hew or startling in his comments' on 
thought9 morality, feeling, or on the individual poems*

■ la'rlee s article, Gonversely, follows closely in• the 
path of the other favorable articles except that it focuses 
its attention on those elements in the poetry most express
ive of Gatholie thought # As.. exsm.ples .of this., the 'article ;
' ; ' ' • /I. ' ■ : - ■ - 44contains a verbatim transcript of the poem Âve,'* some
thing no other.article attempts; an effort is made to
justify the heavenly tears of the blessed damozel by

45 - - ' ' " - . ■reference to the Bible; and every pleasing reference to
the Virgin Mary is hailed in ecstatic terms

Perhaps because of. the religious bias of the article,
this critic protests mildly against the premise.of Rossetti
and his contemporaries, that to the artist all things are
chaste, and he notes; "Thus inevitably there are some
;lines one could 'wish unwritten, and more that one would not
.have every one read»11 But in spite, of this, the critic
adds that "the book is chaste and noble, nor do. we know

45Xbid*
442»aries p« 268* "
45 ' : ■ -. ' Ibid., p*. 266.
46Ibid*, pp. 266., 267, 268, 271, 272.
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any poet by whom purity is more honestly appreciated and

• 47 • : -worshipped^69
The individual poems most admired by'the critic are,

.by and large, the same as those; admired by the other friendly
critics* ”Jenny” is called Ma sermon against'lust”$'48• 
the "Blessed Bamozel66 is admired because it never, "strikes 
a single false note, even to Catholic. ears16149 ■■ "Troy Town," 
"Eden Bower,w and "Sister Helen® are all called "monologues 
of deadly s i n " a n d  the sonnets are admired because they 
"strike us not only as beautiful poems, but as very finished 
specimens of the sonnet*"®^-

The last two. articles studied show that .the criticism 
subsequent to Buchanan9 s review differs, in no significant 
way from the earlier criticism* Thus there is a pattern 
of mingled favorable and unfavorable criticism consistent 
: from beginning to end* Probably the most accurate way to 
sum up these last two articles is to say that they, and 
perhaps Buchanan9s review as well, are merely extensions 
of a critical pattern already established* ■

47, Ibid*, -p® 871*
48IkM»s >♦ 867»
49 . ;- Ibid*, p» 866= 
^^Ibid®, p= 869=
5lIbid== p» 871=
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COEGLUSIOZ

In the period, intervening-"between the publication of 
Poems and October s. 18?1» twenty=two reviews of Rossetti9s 
work appear, in print® Of these# fifteen are favorable and 
seven are unfavorable® Prom the entire period covered by 
this study=’"18?G=»l874"‘=tw0niy=si3£ articles have been exam
ined# and of these articles^ sixteen are favorable and 
nine are unfavorable® In both eases the ratio of favorable 
to unfavorable articles is approximately two to one® Thus 
the criticism must be judged as primarily favorable®

Significant differences between the English and American 
criticism of the poetry do not exist®' The critics who like 
Bossetil6s work write approximately the same things in both 
countries® The critics who do not appreciate the work con
demn it in similar terms and for much the same reasons in 
both camntries® Even the ratio of favorable to•unfavor
able criticism is approximately the same; two to one# on 
both sides of the."Atlantic* ' ^

. The criticism itself shows certain definite patterns 
existing from beginning to end® The favorable critics 
focus thCir attention on four main attributes of the 
poetry; -thought^ feelings, morality# and craftsmanship® 
Zaturally# they give these aspects of the poetry unstinted

Univ. of Arizona Library



.praise» Rossetti9s thought is eailed profound* earnesta 
su'btle* .devious* and original» and. this thought, say the 
critics* is always admirably expressed*. The feeling>. or 
emotional content* is of the highest order and the most 
noble 'kind* The morality of the poetry is defended in a 
number.'of ways: one defense .is that toto the. pure all
things are pure69; another defense is that all things are 
the lawful. province of art* and. Rossetti’s choice of 
doubtful subject matter is a broadening of the scope of 
poetry;, others defend Rossetti by ignoring the possibility 
©f anything being amiss in the volume and by praising the 
purity of both the intent and the content.. All aspects 
of the poet»craft of Rossetti are roundly praised: the
rhyme and meter are deemed excellent; the expression is 
called, fresh* natural* and free from affectation. Farious 
poems are praised in exceedingly high terms; "The Blessed 
Damozel.*" the sonnets toward a work to be called "the 
House, of Rife*w "Jenny*11 and "Sister Helen" are regarded 
with especially high favor«

The unfavorable critics* on the other hand* call 
Rossetti’s thought content superficial* lacking in origin™ 
ality* and no better than that of nine-tenths of the con
temporary minor poets * Reeling is handled somewhat differ- 
' ently by this group, of or it ias.* They view it as an inescap
able component of morality and* indeed* as the chief reasoh



for the low moral tone of the poetry. The emotional con
tent » they say9 is far too sensuous$ and the sensuousness 
Is-to© often repeated. Although; in -most cases, they say 
that the low moral tone is something that. must.be intui
tively perceived;.it is not always clearly stated but is 
more often"implied® The craftsmanship is'also regarded with 
a considerable lack of warmth® Meter and rhyme are-often 
noted as defective,, and the expression, in general is 
called labored, stilted, and burdened.down with a number 
of affectations and archaisms®

One aspect of the criticism not previously brought 
out Is the ease with-which Buchanan6 s essay dan be. fitted 
into the general pattern of adverse criticism® Except 
for his introduction-of the term fleshly and the occasional 
virulence of his diction, Buchanan is in no way original,
The grounds on which he censures Rossetti are anticipated 
and exploited by seven other critics before him® In addi
tion, much of his article leans toward mockery rather than 
hostility, a fact ignored by other studies of the criticism. 
The criticism following Buchanan6s article differs in no 
important particulars from the dritieism. which preceded 
his article, thus establishing a continuous pattern in 
the criticism from first to last,

•i ;  '' With the criticism summed tip* an evaluation of the
biographers6 reports-is mot too difficult® The first . ■



report,, that 'of the Majority of the biographers $ is that 
the criticism is uniformly laudatory with the exception 
of the adverse criticism in Buchanaiies article* This re
port, is unacceptable on two counts: "the criticism- prior
to Buchanan’s review is not uniformly laudatorya and* of 
course, Buchanan’s essay thus cannot be the first or only 
adverse criticism*

The second report $ that of three biographers, is that 
the. criticism is almost' completely favorable, and that 
Buchanan’s article is the only example of critical hos
tility* This report, although hot obviously and com
pletely inaccurate, can be classed at best as misleading. 
This is true not alone because Buchanan9 s article is only 
one of many unfavorable reviews,but also because of the 
vague and•ambiguous nature of the phrase almost completely* 
True, two-thirds of the criticism is favorable, but are 
two-thirds and almost completely synonymous terms? They 
are not, necessarily, and for that reason the report is of 
doubtful value«

The third report, that of Doughty and Shose, is > 
that the criticism is a mixture of both favorable and 
unfavorable articles, and Buchanan9s article is noteworthy 
because of its extreme hostility* This report is obviously ; 
far’ superior to the others in its accuracy* There may be ' 
some doubt as to how far Buchanan’s article exceeds in



_MostIZity; the otlier adveTs©: orit ieisBii,, hut; it .is true ; . . - 
that Buchanan'' s article is .the' mhst .hostilei Thus on all 
accounts .this third- report must he called the hest one. - - 
The. "brevity of Doughty's report, and; his persistence in - 
describing the •criticism in.' terms of Rossetti's reaction 
to it s- and Gho s e?s preoccupation withthe forces at work 
behind the or it ic ism; result in incompleteness -» It is , v 
hoped' that this, study has presented a more complete ; •'- '1' 
"account of. the. criticism, for the period covered, than 
any other to-be found:* -- i; ; v\ -pv; ; - . . p
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